This **Hazard Warning** sign is a vertical sign with a standard warning symbol and black 25mm text on a yellow background (note that the arrow(s) may be placed on the right, left or both sides).

Material: Metal – 90 (W) x 750 (H)
Design: 6 x 5mm holes located at the top, middle and bottom to allow threaded U bolts with washers and nuts to support the sign on the star picket.

- The **Buried Service Duct** sign should be attached to a star picket (top of sign min 1500mm above ground).
- The **Buried Service Duct** sign should be positioned at every change of direction or at a maximum of 50 metre intervals of the underground services.

Note: Caution should be taken when inserting the star pickets into the ground so as not to damage the underground services.